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the first camera to take a picture on Mars using a diamond prism? I
have read that the first camera on Mars used a diamond prism as its
primary focusing element, where the diamond was rotated to allow it
to view a wider range of the planet. If this is the case, what was the
earliest camera on Mars which used a diamond prism? A: From the
2010 NASA press release: In 1984, the first successful mission to
Mars was the Mars Pathfinder. It was in charge of the first ever
image from an extraterrestrial body, a photograph taken from a

camera aboard the lander as it touched down on the surface of Mars.
The image, transmitted to Earth on 5 September, revealed a dusty,

rocky landscape. It was taken using a new camera, and was one of the
first ever images to transmit back to Earth. There has been steady

progress ever since – more cameras, better cameras, greater success
and, now, a mounting depth of knowledge on Mars. The current Mars
Rover is named Curiosity, has a diamond prism camera and a number
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of other instruments for on-board science, and landed in 2012. The
camera's diamond prism gives the longest wide angle of view among

cameras already in existence and has been specifically chosen to
image the entire planet as well as possible. From JPL The video has a

clip showing the diamond prism on Curiosity: from !" " Oh, no!" "
Don't come any closer!" "I swear I'll shoot!" "You may shoot all you
want, but the bullet won't stop me." " Come on, Dot!" " Give me my

money!" "I've got a special weapon of my own!" "Oh, my." "This
seems to be a very dangerous area." "I think we should move on."

"I've really got the hots for you." "Come on, baby!" "Show me what
you've got!" "Oh, baby, you been a bad girl." "Oh, you look so cute

when you cry." "I bet you taste good, too." "You wanna touch?" "You
wanna touch?" "
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